ABSTRACT We have simulated both conventional (V1 ) and saturation transfer (V~) electron paramagnetic resonance spectra for the case of Brownian rotational diffusion restricted in angular amplitude. Numerical solutions of the diffusion-coupled Bloch equations were obtained for an axially symmetric 14N nitroxide spin label with its principal axis rotating within a Gaussian angular distribution of full width IJ at half maximum. Spectra were first calculated for a macroscopically oriented system with cylindrical symmetry (e.g., a bundle of muscle fibers or a stack of membrane bilayers) , with the Gaussian angular distribution centered at IJo with respect to the magnetic field.
INTRODUCTION
Saturation transfer electron paramagnetic resonance (ST-EPR) has proven to be a powerful technique for the study of microsecond rotational motions of nitroxide spin labels ( reviewed in 1-7) .The most important applications of ST -EPR have been in the study of proteins in membranes, muscle filaments, and other macromolecular assemblies, in which the motions are often too slow to be detected by conventional EPR methods. Most analyses ofST-EPR spectra have depended on comparison of lineshapes with empirical reference spectra corresponding to isotropic motion, most notably spin-labeled hemoglobin in aqueous glycerol solutions ( 8, 9) , but functionally important protein rotations are likely to be anisotropic, particularly in organized assemblies. Anisotropy of rotational diffusion has two aspects. First, the rates ( diffusion constants) of rotation about different molecular axes in a rigid body may be different, due to a protein's anisotropic environment ( e.g., in a membrane) or nonspherical shape, even in an isotropic environment ( e.g., in solution) .Second, the angular amplitudes .lO of each of these modes of rotational motion is expected to be limited in most cases of motion within a protein or reorientation against an anisotropic potential ( e.g., reorientation of a protein or lipid axis relative to a membrane normal).
Models that propose specific biological functions for protein rotation ( e.g., in muscle contraction or transmembrane transport ) usually predict restricted rotation ( 10, 11 ) .Model systems for rotational diffusion with anisotropic rates have been developed ( 12) , but it is virtually impossible to develop reliable empirical model systems that undergo anisotropic motions with known amplitudes. Reference spectra for anisotropic motion must be obtained from theoretical simulations.
Two cases of limited-amplitude rotations are illustrated schematically in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 A shows the case with the director 8 parallel to the magnetic field, but (}a not necessarily 0. This class corresponds to motion around a preferred angle (}a to the director 8, the expected motion of myosin heads sharing a single state in a muscle fiber. Fig. 1 B shows the case with the director 8 not necessarily parallel to the magnetic field. This case corresponds to motion in a cone centered about the director, a commonly proposed model for the wobbling motion of lipids or proteins with respect to the membrane normal ( 13) .
We simulated the spectra of disordered systems as a sum of spectra of distributions over (}a. This corresponds approximately to the data expected for a randomly oriented sample, such as a dispersion of membranes or myofibrils, although rigorous simulation would require the explicit variation of 1/;, the angle between the director 8 ( membrane normal or fiber axis) and the magnetic field ( 14) , increasing computing time by an order of magnitude. The approximation used for randomly oriented samples in the present study is more rigorous than that of Mason et al. ( 15) , which has been used to simulate spectra from random lipid dispersions ( 16, 17) .
None of Harden McConnell's many contributions to the theory of magnetic resonance has been more profound and far-reaching than his insight into the spectral effects of molecular dynamics. Two direct ancestors of A 11 orientation of their components in the Zeeman field) can be found in the above two references.
Only the motion part of the set of coupled equations needs to be modified for restricted diffusion. As in the previous transition-rate studies, we allow transitions only between adjacent equally spaced angular zones, thus simulating Brownian diffusion; when the magnetic tensors are axially symmetric, as assumed here, only a grid of zones with respect to the polar angle /J ( the angle between the nitroxide principal axis and the field) is required. A population distribution ( 14, 53) with Gaussian polar angular distribution centered at /Jo and of full width at half maximum ~/J has the form 6 =J 8 FIGURE 1 Motional models for restricted diffusion in an angular band of full width ~II, centered at 110, as illustrated by the orientational distribution at left. (A) Model with the director ii (e.g., a muscle fiber axis) parallel to the Zeeman field but at an angle 110 to the preferred probe orientation. (B) Model with the director ii (e.g., a membrane normal) parallel to the preferred probe orientation but at an angle 110 to the Zeeman field.
Isotropic motion is simulated by making D.() large enough that an increase causes no change in the spectrum. We have found 270° sufficient. Spectra for single distributions were normalized by the integral of p. We simulated Brownian diffusion within each distribution on a grid of N angular zones, with N determined by the evaluation range (here 2.8D.() and N90' the number of angular zones in 90°. The probability of a transition from the ith angular zone to an adjacent zone is given by (24) : the present study are McConnell's modification of the Bloch equations to include the effects of chemical exchange between two magnetically different environments ( 18) and his application of this idea to the calculation of conventional EPR spectra corresponding to isotropic rotational diffusion ( 19) . Thomas and McConnell ( 20) extended these diffusion-coupled Bloch equations to the simulation of ST -EPR spectra, and model-system experiments ( 9) verified the accuracy of this class of simulations, which have been performed by numerical solution of either diffusion-coupled Bloch equations (9, 20) or mathematically equivalent density matrix equations ( 4, 21) .Simulations corresponding to anisotropic rotations have been reported by Robinson and Dalton ( 22, 23) , but those studies dealt only with motions corresponding to the free rotation of a rigid body that could have different diffusion constants about different molecular axes but not restricted motion amplitudes. Furthermore, to minimize computing time, most of those theoretical studies on anisotropic motion dealt mainly with dispersion ( U;) spectra of 15N-nitroxide spin labels (22) , with only a few examples given for the absorption (V~) case (23) , despite the fact that virtually all biological applications of ST -EPR have been V~ experiments on 14N-nitroxide spin labels ( 4, 6, 7) .In the present study we report the simulation of absorption ST -EPR ( V~) spectra of 14N-nitroxide spin labels undergoing rotational motions restricted in angular amplitude for samples with cylindrical symmetry and samples with complete macroscopic disorder. In the present study, we define the rotational correlation time T, to be I f ( 6 D) and will use this convention in the presentation and discussion of our results. The rigorous definition of a correlation time in this case, the exponential decay constant for <P2(COS 11» for the case of axial tensors, would be a complex function ofD and ~II and would be If(6D) only for isotropic motion (6, (25) (26) (27) (28) .
With these modifications to the transition-rate formalism, conventional and ST spectra can be calculated for systems in which there is a Gaussian orientation distribution of molecules of full width at half maximum ~II about 110. To calculate the spectra resulting from a random distribution of orientations, the spectra calculated at each value of 110 must be summed over a sufficiently fine grid of distributions.
The formalism presented above was incorporated into a system of linear equations (20) that are a function of the magnetic tensors, relaxation times, both microwave and modulation frequencies and amplitudes, harmonics of the modulation frequency (both in-phase and inquadrature ), the rotation rate, and the band angle. The range of angular zones included in each calculation was sufficiently broad (2.8~1I) that an increase caused no significant effect on the simulated spectrum. Other truncation parameters, such as the number of angular zones in 90° (N90) and the number of modulation harmonics included, were also varied to ensure convergence. This system oflinear equations ( e.g., -1,250 equations for ~II = 30°) was solved for the magnetization components (VI' V~, etc.). For an oriented sample ( only one value of 110), the system of equations must be solved separately three times (once for each value of the nitrogen nuclear spin) for each value of the magnetic field H. To simulate the spectrum of a randomly oriented sample, this calculation was repeated for a mesh of 110 values from 0 to
METHODS
The methods used in the present study are an extension of those given previously for transition-rate calculations for isotropic motion ( 19, 20) .The expressions for the magnetization couplings due to spin relaxation (including the relaxation times, Ti and T 2, and the amplitude of the applied microwave field, H I) , modulation effects ( sensitive to the modulation amplitude, Hm, and the modulation frequency, vm) and resonant frequencies ( which depend on the 9 and T tensors and the TABLE 1 Constant parameters used in the calculation of the V, and V~ spectra for both restricted and isotropic rotational motion used T r = 10-2 S to calculate the ST -EPR rigid-Iimit spectra; these spectra were virtually indistinguishable from those for T r = 10-3 s. Oriented sample: vary Ll(J Fig. 2 shows the effect on the spectrum of varying Li(J with (Jo fixed at 00. The columns of Fig. 2 are, from left to right, VI spectra at T r = 10-7 s, V~ spectra at T r = 10-7 s, and V~ spectra at T r = 10-2 s. The VI spectra in Fig. 2 are nearly identical to those for T r = 10-2 S (not shown), so VI spectra are determined almost exclusively by orientation in this time range. V~ spectra show both orientation and motion sensitivity. Comparison of the V~ spectra in the central and right columns show that at (Jo = 0°, there is little motion sensitivity for highly ordered systems ( those with Li(J < 30°) and that sensitivity to motion increases as the order decreases. 90°. Most of the calculations were performed on a Cray-2 (Cray Research, Inc., Eagan, MN) computer using Cray SCILIB banded linear equation routines. A typical calculation used the parameters in Table I with 110' ~II, and T r as variable inputs. Simulating a single spectrum for a random distribution ( e.g., 
RESULTS
We examine first the effect of changing ~{J on both conventional and ST-EPR spectra, with Tr fixed at 10-7 s. The other parameters used in all the simulations are given in Table I . This correlation time is near the rigid limit for VI spectra (i.e., there is very little effect on the spectrum even for unrestricted [isotropic] motion), since T r > T 2 ~ 2.4 X 10-8 s, the spin-spin relaxation time used in our simulation (Table 1 }. This value of T 2 has been established from previous simulations on isotropic systems for VI spectra ( 19, 29) . In contrast, this value of T r is near the rapid limit for V~ spectra ( provides maximal ST effects), since Tr < Ti ~ 6.6 X 10-6 s, the spin-lattice relaxation time ( 6, 7) .The parameters used to characterize ST-EPR spectra, line height ratios (6) (7) (8) (9) , and ratios of spectral integrals ( 8, 30) are not very sensitive to changes in T r near this T r. The rigid limit for V~ is reached when T r ~ T I, as established from previous simulations on isotropic systems for V~ spectra (9, 20) . We Random distributions of the director: sum over (Jo Fig. 4 shows vI and v~ spectra that would result from limited-amplitude reorientation of the nitroxide principal axis in randomly oriented systems. Most ST -EPR and conventional EPR experiments are carried out on such systems ( e.g., lipid or membrane dispersions, protein solutions, or myofibril dispersions) in which there is no preferred orientation of the director (membrane normal or fiber axis) relative to the applied field. The spectra corresponding to the V~ rigid limit ( the right columns of Figs. 2 and 3) are omitted from this figure, since, for random distributions, the rigid limit spectra do not vary with ~(} and are identical to the ~(} = 00 spectrum (Fig. 4, top right) .The effects of restricted motion are almost negligible in the VI spectra (Fig. 4, left) , since the correlation time is near the rigid limit, although there is still some motional narrowing. V~ spectra ( Fig. 4 , right) vary considerably with ~(}.
In these randomly oriented systems, in contrast to oriented ones (Figs. 2 and 3) , the effects of restricted motion are similar to those of increased correlation time. This may be seen in Fig. 5 , which shows the combined effect of changes in ~(} and T r. Spectra for T r = 10-2 S are omitted; spectra for the rigid limit are identical to spectra with ~(} = 0. J\v",-/\vI\ v"~v ~ ~v~f\.
Simulated conventional ( VI) and ST ( V~) EPR spectra for Gaussian restricted rotational motion of full width ~/J in an oriented sample with /Jo (the preferred tilt angle) fixed at 00. Left, VI spectra for a correlation time ( T r = I /6D) of 10-7 s, near the rigid limit, where motional effects are negligible. Center, V~ spectra, also for T r = 10 ~7 S, near the rapid limit, where motional effects from ST are maximal. Right, V~ spectra for T r = 10-2 s, near the rigid limit, where motional effects from saturation transfer are negligible. All VI spectra are to the same scale, as are all V~ spectra.
than T r when motion is restricted, and is undefined (>10-3 s for V~ spectra) for ~(J = 00 (Fig. 4, top row) . The determination of effective correlation times from a V~ spectrum resulting from restricted motion is illustrated in Fig. 8 , which shows the V~ spectra for isotropic motion that have the same values of the ratio parameters as those obtained from our restricted motion simulation with ~(J = 30° and T r = 10-7 s. The three effective correlation times are all greater than the actual correlation time, as expected, but they are also significantly different from each other. That is, although the overalllineshapes for restricted motion are similar to those for isotropic motion, there is no isotropic-motion spectrum that matches the restricted-motion spectrum precisely. The lineshape itself provides enough information to conclude that the motion is not isotropic. In fact, other spectral features are even more sensitive to the deviation from isotropic motion, notably the relative amplitudes of the two peaks to the right of peak C ( C" and H* in Fig.  6 ) .The effective correlation times obtained from the ST -EPR amplitude parameters for isotropic rotational motion are plotted against ~(J in Fig. 9 . The calibration curves for isotropic rotation were simulated using the L appears to be sensitive to the largest range of Ll(} values, and the high-field parameter H" / H is most sensitive to smaller amplitude motions. In all three plots, the ratio decreases to a limiting value for each correlation time, and that value is lower for shorter correlation times. For each value of T r' there appears to be a Ll(}max, above which there is no further effect of motion on the spectrum, and Ll(}max incr~ases as T r decreases. We show in Discussion that this res~lt is easily explained by the principles of saturation tranSfer . These V2 spectral ratio~ usually have been used to estimate correlation times fr9m experimental spectra, using plots of the ratios against \ T r for isotropic motion ( 2, 8, 9 ) .Since these parametets can also be affected by Ll(} ( Fig. 6) , with the value of the parameters varying over the same range as in the case of isotropic motion, it is clear that no single parameter can be used to determine unambiguously the actual T r independently of Ll(}. We define the effective correlation time T~ff to be the T r that would be estimated from a given spectral parameter, using a plot of that parameter versus T r for isotropic rotational motion ( 8, 9 ) .T ~ff is equal to T r only for the bottom row (isotropic motion) of Fig. 7 , is usually greater Another parameter used to analyze ST -EPR spectra is I V~, the integral of the V~ spectrum normalized by the double integral of the VI spectrum at low Hi and low Hm (30) . This parameter is sensitive not only to lineshape changes but also to the decrease in overall spectral intensity as ST ( motion) increases. For isotropic motion, this integral parameter is sensitive to T r in the same region as the lineshape parameters ( 30) .For restricted-amplitude motion, the integral parameter shows intermediate sensitivity between the low-field parameter L II / L and the high field parameter H" / H, as shown by the effective correlation times plotted in Fig. 9 .
DISCUSSION
( 1/67 r ) of rotational motion. For macroscopically oriented samples ( Figs. 2 and 3 ) , amplitude and rate effects are clearly distinguishable, and the additional parameter 00 can be extracted as long as the amplitude is small. Thus, spectra like those in Figs. 2 and 3 can be used to determine all three parameters (00, ,10, and 7r) from an experimental spectrum. For randomly oriented samples ( a more common experimental condition) , the spectral analysis is more ambiguous: a reduction in the amplitude of motion ( smaller ,10) results in a spectrum that is similar to that resulting from slower rotational motion (greater 7 r) at the same ,10. However, the spectral parameters used to characterize correlation times for isotropically rotating systems give different effective correlation times when applied to a single spectrum resulting from limited-amplitude motion ( Figs. 8 and 9 ) , implying that the lineshapes are, in principle, distinguishable from those corresponding to isotropic motion.
Interpretation
The dependence of spectral parameters on ,10 and 7 r ( Figs. 6 and 7) provides insight into the mechanism of saturation transfer by rotational diffusion. In Theoretical conventional and ST spectra for an isotropic (random) distribution of orientations IJo at different full widths ~IJ. Left, VI spectra at T r = 10-7 S (near rigid limit). Right, V~ spectra at T r = 10-7 S (rapid limit). The spectra were simulated by summing individual spectra at 40 values of IJo. All spectra in a column are to the same scale.
of the three parameters decreases to a constant limiting value as dO increases. Since an increase in either the rate or amplitude of motion causes a decrease in each of these line height ratio parameters, the limiting value is lower for shorter correlation times T r .For each value of T r' there appears to be a dOmax above which there is no further effect on the spectrum (Fig. 6 ); i.e., T;ff = T r for dO ~L l() max ( Fig. 9) .Note that Ll() max decreases as T r increases. For example, at T r = 10-6 s, L " / L is sensitive to changes in Ll() up to Ll()max = 90°, but at T r = 10-4 s, there is virtually no change beyond Ll()max = 10-20° (Figs. 6 and   9 ) .This can be rationalized by the following argument ( 7) .Saturation transfer can be caused only by rotational motion that occurs within the excited-state lifetime (lon- 7) .Therefore, the largest amplitude rotation that can have an effect on saturation transfer is the lesser of 90° and A8max = 4T 1/37 r' which is 760° for 7 r = 10-6 S and 8° for 7 r = 10-4 s, in good agreement with the A8max values of Fig. 6 . For long 7r values (~10-4 s) andlor large A8 values, the ST -EPR spectrum is insensitive to changes in A8; i.e., 7;ff = 7 r (Fig. 9) . FIGURE 6 Variation of the line height ratios as a function of the distribution full width ~I} at various correlation times. The spectrum at the top shows how the line heights are defined. The line height L" is defined to be 10 G above the low field extremum L, and the line height H" is defined to be 15 G below the high field extremum H ( corresponding to I} = 45°) (8) . These conventions are slightly different than those used by others (9, 42) . normal ( see Fig. 1 B) and the membrane normal parallel to the field. This is a commonly achieved experimental condition for lipid probes having the doxyl group. Delmelle et al. ( 32) recorded V~ spectra of the spin label 5-doxyl stearic acid in oriented films of dipalmitoyl phosphatidyl choline-cholesterol in the gel phase and found that the ratio C' / C varied markedly with temperature. For such highly ordered systems (~O ~ 200), C' /C does not change much with ~o or with Tr (Figs. 6 and 7) . Thus, the variation of C' / C seen by Delmelle et al. was probably not due to a change in the amplitude of lipid chain wobble but rather to a change in the rate of rotation about the membrane normal. The spectra shown in Fig. 3 indicate that the maximal sensitivity to motion in a highly ordered system ( ~o = 30°) occurs at angles 00 in the range of 30-60°. This suggests that spectra taken at these orientations will yield information primarily about motion, whereas spectra taken at the more typical parallel and perpendicular orientations will yield information primarily about orientation distribution. ST -EPR spectra obtained on oriented bilayers at variable values of 00 are consistent with this principle ( 33) .
Another oriented system is spin-labeled myosin in the helical arrays of muscle fibers ( 34) .This system is particularly relevant to the present simulations, since restricted-amplitude motions have been predicted to be crucial to myosin's role in force generation ( 11) and nonrandom orientation distributibns of myosin heads have been detected by EPR and other methods ( 14, 34) . Comparison of spectra like those in Fig. 2 with those obtained in muscle fibers ( 35) indicates that actinbound myosin heads have very little disorder ( ~o = 15°) and have no submillisecond rotational motion (Tr~ 10-3s).
The most common experimental situation is that of a random distribution of ordered assemblies, correspond-6.8
Relationship to previous experimental work
In this section we will comment briefly on the relationship of these simulations to ST -EPR spectra ofbiomolecules. We do not intend to carry out here any detailed analysis of published spectra but rather to point out some potential applications. We consider mainly applications to membranes and muscle fibers, since these systems can be studied either in a macroscopically oriented sample ( Figs. 2 and 3) or a randomly oriented dispersion ( Figs. 4-9) .The motions that are expected to be slow enough for ST -EPR studies include those of large proteins, especially in assemblies, and those of lipids that are either in the gel phase or interacting strongly with proteins.
Our simulations of spectra corresponding to oriented samples ( Figs. 2 and 3) are applicable to the analysis of experiments performed on fatty acid and phospholipid spin probes and spin-labeled membrane proteins with the nitroxide principal axis parallel to the membrane FIGURE 9 Effective isotropic correlation times of restricted motion spectra, calculated from the line height ratios and normalized V~ integral for isotropic rotational diffusion, plotted for correlation times T, of 10-3, 10-4, 10-5, and 10-6 s. 0, from L" I L; D, from C' IC; ~, from B"IB; 0, from J V~. motion ( restricted amplitude versus uniaxial rotation ) should be distinguishable. However, to see whether this ambiguity can be resolved in a practical way, a quantitative comparison of the effects of the two models will require the simulation of spectra corresponding to both models with the same mathematical formalism, nitrogen isotope, and other assumptions. These studies are underway.
Theoretical studies that include restricted amplitude motion have been carried out for both conventional ( V, ) EPR and for optical anisotropy. In both fields, the motion model usually has been a restricted random walk within a rigid cone, in contrast to the more physically realistic Gaussian distribution considered in the present study, but it has been shown that the essential results are model-independent and are applicable to any restrictedamplitude rotational motion ( 26, 27) .Early simulations were restricted to the rapid-motion limit. That is, the rate of rotation within .10 was assumed to be rapid enough ( T r < 10-'0 S for both conventional EPR and fluorescence) that an increase in rate ( decrease in T r ) would cause no further effect on the V, EPR spectrum ( 44, 45, 62) or the steady-state optical anisotropy ( 46) . Under these conditions, the spectrum can be characterized by a single parameter .10 ( or, equivalently, by the order parameter S, which decreases with .10) .A more general model, in which correlation times can be intermediate between the rapid and static limits ( 10-'0-10-7 s for both conventional EPR and fluorescence) and data are thus sensitive to both the amplitude and rate, has been analyzed for optical anisotropy experiments (25, 47, 48) and nuclear magnetic resonance relaxation experiments ( 27, 48) .
An equivalent approach, using diffusion in a restricted potential, has been applied to conventional EPR ( 49, 50) . That technique, involving an eigenfunction expansion and the density-matrix formalism ( 4 ), is less efficient than the transition-rate method in simulating ST -EPR spectra for restricted slow motion. Robinson et al. ( 51 ) have developed a versatile technique for simulating EPR spectra from molecular trajectories. This approach has not yet been extended to ST-EPR but provides a straightforward method of simulating restricted-motion spectra, although it will be significantly slower than the transition-rate method if the time needed to simulate V, spectra of isotropic systems is a reliable guide ( 51 ) .The transition-rate method has been applied successfully to the simulation of conventional ( 19) and ST (9, 20) EPR spectra for the case of isotropic motion and lends itself quite well to the consideration of restricted motion for both types of spectra, as shown by the results we report here.
ing to Figs. 4-9 . For such systems, the effective correlation times have been measured using the calibration curves for isotropic rotational motion ( 8, 9) . Fig. 9 shows that a restricted rotational amplitude can yield a T~ff that is substantially longer than T r. If the T r can be determined independently, then Fig. 9 can be used to determine IlO. For example, the effective correlation time obtained for spin-labeled myosin filaments (from L " / L ) is T ~ff = 13 JLS ( 34) , but the best estimate for the actual correlation time, obtained from time-resolved phosphorescence, is T r = 3.3 fLS (36 ) . Using a plot of T~ff versus IlO (made as in Fig. 9 , from a plot of L 1'/ L vs. IlO, except with Tr fixed at 3.3 JLs), we obtain IlO = 40°. In other cases, independent information about IlO can be used to determine the actual T r .For example, the effective correlation time obtained for spin-labeled actin filaments, assuming isotropic motion, using only the parameter L " / L, was T~ff = 52 JLS ( 37). In a subsequent study on flow-oriented actin, IlO was determined to be 53° ( 38) . Fig. 9 shows that for this combination of a long T ~ff and a large IlO, Tr = T~ff.
Even for these randomly oriented samples, our calculations show that the effective correlation time often depends on the spectral parameter measured (Fig. 9) ; i.e., the V~ spectrum for restricted amplitude motion does not necessarily match any of the spectra corresponding to isotropic motion (Fig. 8) . The main discrepancies are observed when comparing C' / C with other parameters. Examples of this have been reported for muscle proteins in solution ( 39) , muscle fibers ( 34) , membrane proteins (40), viral proteins (41), and lipid probes (32, 33, 42, 43) . Various kinds of anisotropic motion have been ascribed to this type of observation. It frequently has been suggested that the deviation from isotropy corresponds to preferential ( unrestricted) motion about a particular molecular axis (59) ( e.g., the membrane normal), however, Figs. 6-9 show that restricted amplitude motion also can give rise to this phenomenon in ST -EPR spectra. In summary, our limited-amplitude motion model with a single correlation time predicts many of the features observed experimentally for systems likely to undergo restricted motion, despite the common tendency to ascribe these features to axial motion.
Relationship to other theoretical work
Based on the above discussion, it is clearly of interest to compare the effects of restricted amplitude motion ( present study) with those of the case of unrestricted motion with different rates about the principal axis ( DII ) and the axes perpendicular to the principal axis (D -L) (22, 23, 60, 61 ) .For those cases in references 4, 22, and 23 with ( DII / D.1 ) large and for purely axial motion ( D-L = 0) , the ST -EPR line-shape parameters show similar effects to those observed in the present study: spectra do not match those corresponding to isotropic motion. Gaffney ( 12) observed this effect experimentally, It seems likely that the effects of these two different types of anisotropic
Future work
Although the present simulations provide a useful illustration of the kinds of effects to be expected from changes in the amplitude of motion, a number of ap-used to determine the other. An alternative approach is to perform ST -EPR experiments at different spectrometer frequencies ( 57, 58) and obtain consistent rate and amplitude information that fit all spectra. proximations prevent them from fitting experimental spectra accurately.
Our principal simplification, the use of axially symmetric magnetic tensors, makes the present simulations insensitive to rotation about the nitroxide principal axis. TEMPO (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-l-oxyl) and doxyl spin labels have nearly axial hyperfine splittings but highly nonaxial 9 tensors ( 13) , so this approximation only affects 9 effects on the spectra. The largest possible difference in the gyy resonant field position is ( hv / g-LfJ-hv / gllfJ ) /2, which is approximately 4 G at X -band. This is much smaller than the 28-G shift due to hyperfine anisotropy, so the approximation is good for the wings but not for the central region of the spectrum. Our use of the adiabatic approximation for pseudosecular terms in the Hamiltonian ( 9, 19) also decreases the reliability of the central region ofST -EPR spectra (9) . As a result, although the simulations are a good approximation to experimental results in the low-and high-field region, the simulations only indicate trends in the sensitivity of the central region. Direct use of the C' / Cparameter plots will be less reliable than using empirical calibration plots to determine effective correlation times ( 8 ) and then using a plot like that in Fig. 9 to analyze the data, as illustrated above.
We are extending the present calculations to include nonaxial tensors and two-dimensional rotational diffusion. These calculations will make the central region of the spectrum much more accurate. Furthermore, for the transition rate method used in the present study, the adiabatic approximation can be removed by using methodology given by Sillescu and Kivelson ( 52) or Lange et al. (24 ) . We have carried out this extension of the present method for VI spectra at T r = 10-7 s; the resulting spectra are in good agreement with those from the eigenfunction expansion method ( 29) for isotropic rotation.
We have kept the relaxation times T I and T 2 constant in our calculations, whereas for experimental systems these parameters should be determined for each individual case. These parameters are known to have an effect on the calculated ST -EPR spectra for isotropic motion (9) and would have similar effects on the spectra resulting from anisotropic motion.
These proposed refinements should make the calculations precise enough for accurate fitting of experimental spectra to simulations, as has been achieved for conventional EPR of oriented systems (53) . However, even with these refinements, it is likely that changes in rate and amplitude will be difficult to distinguish unambiguously in the case of randomly oriented samples. Thus, experimental approaches to remove this ambiguity will probably be at least as important as refined calculations. This can be accomplished by using oriented samples to get the amplitude information directly ( 14, 34, 54) or performing time-resolved ST -EPR studies to measure rates directly (4, 7, 55, 56) .
Once one of these motion parameters is known, a plot such as that in Fig. 9 can be
